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Legion Dan Abnett
Book seven in the New York Times
bestselling series A Great War is
coming, and it will engulf the Imperium
of Man. The Space Marines of the
Alpha Legion, the last and most
secretive of all the Astartes
brotherhoods, arrive on a heathen
world to support the Imperial Army in
a pacification campaign against
strange and uncanny forces. But what
drives the Alpha Legion? Can they be
trusted, and what side will they choose
when the Heresy begins? Loyalties are
put to the test, the cunning schemes of
an alien intelligence are revealed, and
the fate of mankind hangs in the
balance.
The Legion of Superheroes finds itself
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stranded in a distant galaxy, on the
home planet of the vicious alien race
known as the Progeny. Can the Legion
overcome the Progeny and still make
their way back home to Earth?
What are we afraid of and what can we
do about it?Fear--of change, of
intimacy, of loss, of the unknown--has
become a corrosive influence in
modern life, eroding our ability to think
clearly. Exploited for power by
politicians and for money by the media,
it has become embedded in the way we
think about our lives. Overcoming our
fear, says Gordon Livingston,
constitutes the most difficult struggle
we face. Dr. Livingston, a psychiatrist,
has increasingly found himself
prescribing virtues like courage to his
patients instead of tranquilizers or
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antidepressants. Now he tells us all
what we need to do to develop personal
virtues in the face of societal fear-and
our own individual fears. And he does
this with the crystalline prose and
leavening wit that have made him an
internationally bestselling author. As
the celebrated novelist Mark Helprin
has said of Dr. Livingston: "To read
him is to trust him and to learn, for his
life has been touched by fire, and his
motives are absolutely pure."
Re-release of the mass market edition
of the first novel in the best selling
Horus Heresy series Under the
benevolent leadership of the Immortal
Emperor the Imperium of Man has
stretched out across the galaxy. On the
eve of victory, the Emperor leaves the
front lines, entrusting the great crusade
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to his favorite son, Horus. Promoted to
Warmaster, the idealistic Horus tries to
carry out the Emperor'sgrand design,
all the while the seeds of heresy and
rebellion have been sowed amongst his
brothers.
War Without End
The Thing You Think You Cannot Do
The Primarchs
The latest novel in the Black Library's
flagship SF series which tells the story of
the Horus Heresy – introduces the story of
the Alpha Legion and their primarch
Alpharius and details the trials of the
Imperial army.
The triumphant return of the Lost
Legionnaires to 31st-century Earth may be
extremely short-lived...especially if the
Oversight Watch--under the orders of
United Planets President Leland
McCauley--has any say in the matter!
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United in name only, the planets will need
a guiding hand to unify them once more.
But before the Legionnaires can figure out
a way to do that, they must first fight
McCauley's forces miles underground!
Abaddon returns from exile and raises the
dreaded Black Legion. The Sons of Horus
may be no more, but rising from their
ashes come the Black Legion. Returning
after his long self-imposed exile, Abaddon
offers the disparate Chaos Space Marine
warbands within the Eye of Terror a
simple choice – join him or die. As his
newborn war host emerges from the Eye of
Terror to ravage the galaxy, none can stand
in Abaddon’s path, not even the Black
Templars Chapter - sworn to stand guard at
the storm’s edge - nor the Emperor’s
Champion himself.
The rise of Abaddon, successor to Horus
and Warmaster of the Black Legion. When
Horus fell, his Sons fell with him. A
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broken Legion, beset by rivalries and
hunted by their erstwhile allies, the former
Luna Wolves have scattered across the
tortured realm of the Eye of Terror. And
of Abaddon, greatest of the Warmaster’s
followers, nothing has been heard for many
years. But when Horus’s body is taken
from its resting place, a confederation of
legionaries seek out the former First
Captain, to convince him to embrace his
destiny and continue what Horus began.
A Thousand Sons
Space Wolves
The Legion (2001-) #2
The Talon of Horus
Book fifteen in the New York Times
bestselling series The Emperor is
enraged. Primarch Magnus the Red,
of the Thousand Sons Legion, has
made a catastrophic mistake and
endangered the safety of Terra.
With no other choice, the Emperor
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charges Leman Russ, Primarch of
the Space Wolves, with the
apprehension of his brother from
the Thousand Sons' home world of
Prospero. This planet of sorcerers
will not be easy to overcome, but
Russ and his Space Wolves are not
easily deterred. With wrath in his
heart, Russ is determined to bring
Magnus to justice and the events
that decide the fate of Prospero are
set in motion.
From the best-selling creators of
ANNIHILATION, Dan Abnett and
Andy Lanning's legendary run on
the 31st century heroes is now recollected in a new graphic novel
series, THE LEGION BY DAN
ABNETT AND ANDY LANNING VOL.
1! After finding their way back to
Earth after being stranded in a
distant galaxy, the Legion of SuperPage 7/39
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Heroes, including young heroes like
Live Wire, Cosmic Boy, Saturn Girl,
Chameleon, XS, Brainiac 5.1,
Apparition and more, are faced with
protecting the United Planets from
the worst threats in the universe.
This rebooted 1990s team breathed
a whole new life into the legendary
Legion, guided by superstar
creators-in-the making Abnett and
Lanning. Collects LEGIONNAIRES
#78-81, LEGION OF SUPERHEROES #122-125 and LEGION OF
SUPER-HEROES SECRET FILES #2.
Book eleven in the New York Times
bestselling series With news of
Horus’s treachery spreading
across the galaxy, the Great
Crusade grinds to a halt as the
primarchs and their Legions decide
where their loyalty lies – with the
Emperor, or with the rebel
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Warmaster. The Dark Angels, too,
face a time of testing, both among
the stars and on their home world
Caliban. Luther, once Lion
El’Jonson’s trusted second-incommand, now languishes as an
exile in all but name while his
master struggles to thwart the
traitors’ advance upon the forge
world Diamat. But an ancient evil
gathers its strength beneath the
surface of Caliban, and the First
Legion will soon be thrust into a
deadly conflict where all that they
know will be cast into doubt.
Created in the Emperor's own
image, the primarchs had long
thought themselves to be princes of
the universe and masters of their
own destiny--they led the Space
Marine Legions in glorious
conquest of the galaxy, and no
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enemy of the Imperium could stand
against them. However, even
amongst this legendary
brotherhood, the seeds of dissent
has been sown long before the
treacherous Warmaster Horus
declared his grand heresy.
Gathered within this anthology are
four novellas focusing on some of
the mightiest warriors and leaders
that mankind has ever
known--Fulgrim, Ferrus Manus,
Lion El'Jonson and the twin
primarchs Alpharious and
Omegon--and the roles that they
may have yet to play in war which
threatens to change the face of the
Imperium forever.
The Silent War
The Avengers
Battle for the Abyss
Horus Rising
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Jaghatai Khan and his White
Scars Legion must choose - the
Emperor or Horus? Fresh from
their conquest of Chondax and
the discovery of Horus’s
rebellion, Jaghatai Khan’s
warriors stand divided. Long
considered one of the less
trustworthy Legions, many of the
White Scars claim to owe their
loyalty exclusively to Terra, and
others still to the Warmaster and
his warrior lodges. But when a
distress call from Leman Russ of
the Space Wolves brings the
wrath of the Alpha Legion to
Chondax, the Khan’s hand is
forced and the decision must be
made – in the great war for the
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Imperium, will he side with the
Emperor or Horus?
Book eight in the New York
Times bestselling series Now
that the news of Horus's
Treachery is in the open, a time
of testing has come. Some
Legions have already declared
allegiance to the Warmaster,
while the loyalty of the others lies
firmly with the Emperor. As
Horus deploys his forces, loyalist
Astartes learn that the
Wordbearers are sending a fleet
to Ultramar, home of the
Ultramarines. Unless they can
intercept and destroy it, the
Ultramarines may suffer a blow
from which they will never
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recover. Battle for the Abyss
continues the epic tale of the
Horus Heresy, a galactic civil war
that threatened to bring about
the extinction of humanity.
Book twelve in the New York
Times bestselling series The
Great Crusade is at its height,
and the Thousand Sons are its
most dedicated warriors. Though
utterly loyal, the Legion of
Magnus the Red is viewed with
suspicion for its arcane methods.
Feared by the Imperium he has
sworn to serve, Magnus is called
to the planet of Nikaea to answer
charges of sorcery. When the illfated primarch foresees the
treachery of Warmaster Horus
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and warns the Emperor with
forbidden powers, the Master of
Mankind dispatches Leman
Russ, Primarch of the Space
Wolves, to attack Prospero. But
Magnus has seen far more than
the betrayal of Horus and his
revelations will seal the fate of
his Legion forever.
LegionGames Workshop
Double Eagle
Horus Heresy: Know No Fear
13th Legion
Fallen Angels
Mustering for war against
the orks, the Ultramarines
Legion is attacked by the
Word Bearers on the planet
of Calth, and the forces of
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Chaos openly reveal their
part in the Heresy. Unaware
of the wider Heresy and
following the Warmaster’s
increasingly cryptic orders,
Roboute Guilliman returns to
Ultramar to muster his
Legion for war against the
orks massing in the Veridian
system. Without warning,
their supposed allies in the
Word Bearers Legion launch a
devastating invasion of
Calth, scattering the
Ultramarines’ fleet and
slaughtering all who stand
in their way. This confirms
the worst scenario Guilliman
can imagine – Lorgar means
to settle their bitter
rivalry once and for all. As
the traitors summon foul
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daemonic hosts and all the
forces of Chaos, the
Ultramarines are drawn into
a grim and deadly struggle
in which neither side can
prevail.
Anthology of tales about the
secret missions that
underpin the entire Horus
Heresy series. While
loyalist and traitor forces
clash on a thousand
battlefields across the
galaxy, a very different
kind of war is being fought
in the shadows. Rogal Dorn
and his Legion prepare to
defend the Solar System
against the armies of
Warmaster Horus, even as
Malcador the Sigillite
charges his many agents and
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spies with missions of the
utmost secrecy. The future
of the Imperium is being
shaped by unseen hands...
This Horus Heresy anthology
contains fourteen stories by
some of Black Library's
topauthors, including James
Swallow, Chris Wraight,
Anthony Reynolds and many
more."
When Great Wolf Logan
Grimnar vanishes, the Space
Wolves embark on a mission
to retrieve him – a mission
that might see the end of
the Chapter. Hailing from
the hostile ice world of
Fenris, the Space Wolves are
as fierce and proud as their
name suggests. Considered by
some to be wild and
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undisciplined, the Sons of
Russ are loyal to a fault,
and their instincts for war
are never in doubt. Woe
betide those they mark as
their prey, for they too
shall feel the fangs of the
wolf around their throats...
A Great Hunt is over and the
Space Wolves gather in the
Fang to celebrate their
victories and tell tall
tales of their exploits. But
one company has failed to
return: that of the Great
Wolf, Logan Grimnar. News of
his death sends the Chapter
on the hunt for the truth,
with Ulrik the Slayer at
their head. As they fight
their way across the galaxy
in search of their lord, the
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Space Wolves uncover a
threat to the future of the
Chapter itself.
An band of elite Chaos Space
Marines from the Alpha
Legion undertake a deadly
stealth mission to
infiltrate a heavily
defended Imperial world.
Upon the oceanic hive world
of Tsadrekha, the darkness
of the Noctis Aeterna is
held at bay by the golden
light of a unique beacon.
Yet as sharks are drawn to
blood, so the ravening
warbands of the Heretic
Astartes circle the planet,
warring to claim this rich
prize for their Dark Gods.
Now, one of those warlords
has deployed a secret weapon
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to end the deadlock. Kassar
and his elite band of Alpha
Legionnaires, the Unsung,
must infiltrate the planet,
using all their cunning and
warrior skill to overcome
the planet's defenders and
corrupt the beacon. They
need to work fast, for none
other than Khârn the
Betrayer himself has come to
lead the final assault. As a
rising tide of apocalyptic
warfare consumes Tsadrekha,
Kassar and his brothers must
race for the prize or be
consumed by the fury of the
storm.
Black Legion
Legion
Sons of the Hydra
Warriors of Ultramar
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Superboy joins the
Legionaires who protect
the United Planets in the
thirty-first century, but
questions arise as to his
real identity and mission.
A splintered fragment of
the 30th century's
greatest heroes awakens
after ages in suspended
animation only to discover
they're nowhere near home.
Now these lost
Legionnaires must find
their way home from a
galaxy far, far away.
Dan Abnett (AQUAMAN,
Guardians of the Galaxy)
and Andy LanningÕs (THE
AUTHORITY, Guardians of
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the Galaxy) legendary run
chronicling the Legion of
Super-HeroesÕ adventures
are collected here in THE
LEGION BY DAN ABNETT AND
ANDY LANNING VOL. 1.
Joined by superstar artist
Olivier Coipel (Mighty
Thor), the creative team
introduces an uncertain
and exciting future for
its greatest heroes with
gripping characterization,
cosmic-level threats and
epic sci-fi storytelling!
Earth at the end of the
30th century. A supermodern age, and the
pinnacle of human cultural
endeavors. Then came the
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Blight. Who they are is
irrelevant. What matters
is what this highly
advanced, techno-organic
culture wants: the life
energies of the worlds
they come across. Upon
infiltrating the United
PlanetsÕ means of hyperaccelerated interstellar
transportation, the Blight
entwine Earth and destroy
its forces within hours.
Where life once
flourished, it now
deteriorates. And those
who donÕt die meet a worse
fate: they become of the
Blight. That includes the
Legion of Super-Heroes,
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the U.P.Õs young
champions. Unable to fend
off the invaders, their
once-great numbers now
serve the Blight and hunt
down the last resisting
LegionnairesÑthe ones
looking to find enough
survivors and open one
last Stargate to freedom.
Earth, the United Planets,
the Legion of SuperHeroesÉtheyÕre all damned.
Collects LEGIONNAIRES
#78-81, LEGION OF SUPERHEROES #122-125 and LEGION
OF SUPER-HEROES SECRET
FILES #2.
In the cold dakness of
space, the voracious alian
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tyranids travel from world
to world, consuming all in
a futile attempt to slake
their hunger for biomatter. Lying directly in
theirpath is the
industrial planet Tarsis
Ultra, where Captain Uriel
Ventris and the
Ultramarines of Fourth
Company stand shoulder to
shoulder with their battlebrothers from the
Mortifactors Chapter. As
war rages and the
situation looks bleak,
Uriel must accept the
barbaric traditions of his
allies and act against the
ancient tactics laid down
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in the holy Codex Astartes
if there is to be any
chance of destroying the
alien menace. Previous
Titles: Nightbringer 9781849708609 Dark
Hunters: Umbra Sumus 9781849708449
Alpharius: Head of the
Hydra
Descent of Angels
Legion of the Damned
Legion Lost
This great value anthology incudes the
following stories from some of Black
Library's most loved authors: Meduson
by Dan Abnett The Noose by David
Annandale The Keys of Hel by John
French Unforged & Unspoken by Guy
Haley Immortal Duty by Nick Kyme The
Either & The Seventh Serpent by
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Graham McNeill Deeds Endure by Gav
Thorpe Grey Talon & The Hand Elect by
Chris Wraight Driven almost to the brink
of self-destruction at Isstvan V, the Iron
Hands now seek vengeance for the
murder of their primarch Ferrus Manus.
Gathering survivors from the Raven
Guard and the Salamanders aboard any
vessels capable of warp travel, these
Shattered Legions wage a new campaign
of annihilation against the traitor forces
across the galaxy – a campaign
masterminded by legendary warleader
Shadrak Meduson. This Horus Heresy
anthology contains ten short stories by
authors including Dan Abnett, Chris
Wraight, John French and many more.
Also, in the novella The Seventh Serpent,
Graham McNeill revisits the ragtag crew
of the starship Sisypheum as they are
drawn into a war of subterfuge against
the Alpha Legion.
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The vastly outnumbered Phantine
Fighter Corps, flying missions out of
airstrips on key offshore islands, launch
one final desperate battle to prevent the
evil Chaos legions of the dread-lord
Anakwanar Sek from overrunning the
war-torn world of Enothis. Reprint.
The MU's most marvelous monsterhunter, unleashed! And she's brought
along a few friends... When young Elsa
Bloodstone learns that her father was the
legendary creature-killer, Ulysses
Bloodstone, she soon discovers that blood
runs thicker than water! With her
father's powerful gem around her neck,
Elsa takes up the family business - so
look out Dracula and the rest! Watch
Elsa Bloodstone kick beastly behind with
her NextWave pal Boom Boom, and her
own friendly set of groovy ghoulies, the
Legion of Monsters! Plus, discover the
full Bloodstone legacy with astonishing
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tales from the files of Ulysses himself!
COLLECTING: BLOODSTONE 1-4,
ASTONISHING TALES: BOOM BOOM
AND ELSA, LEGION OF MONSTERS
(2011) 1-4, MARVEL PRESENTS 1-2,
MARVEL MONSTERS: FROM THE
FILES OF ULYSSES BLOODSTONE &
THE MONSTER HUNTERS;
MATERIAL FROM MARVEL
ASSISTANT-SIZED SPECTACULAR 2,
GIRL COMICS (2010) 2
Massive anthology of short stories
themed around the guerrilla war waged
by the remnants of the three Space
Marine Legions massacred at Isstvan V.
Driven almost to the brink of selfdestruction at Isstvan V, the Iron Hands
now seek vengeance for the murder of
their primarch Ferrus Manus. Gathering
survivors from the Raven Guard and the
Salamanders aboard any vessels capable
of warp travel, these Shattered Legions
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wage a new campaign of annihilation
against the traitor forces across the
galaxy – a campaign masterminded by
legendary warleader Shadrak Meduson.
This Horus Heresy anthology contains
ten short stories by authors including
Dan Abnett, Chris Wraight and John
French. Also included is the novella The
Seventh Serpent, where author Graham
McNeill revisits the ragtag crew of the
starship Sisypheum as they are drawn
into a war of subterfuge against the
Alpha Legion.
The Legion by Dan Abnett and Andy
Lanning Vol. 1
Legion Lost (2000-) #1
Thirty Truths about Fear and Courage
The Legion
Kage and the convict soldiers of the
Thirteenth Legion, members of the Last
Chancers penal battalion, embark on a
deadly battle for survival and for
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redemption in the eyes of the immortal
emperor. Original.
Just in time for Marvel's Avengers: Age
of Ultron: an all-new, original prose
novel by the New York Times-bestselling
author of Rocket Raccoon and Groot:
Steal the Galaxy! and Guardians 3000!
The Mighty Avengers face an array of
their greatest foes-all at once! In Berlin,
Captain America battles the forces of
Hydra. In the Savage Land, Hawkeye
and the Black Widow attempt to foil
A.I.M. In Washington, Iron Man fights
to stop Ultron. In Siberia, Thor takes on
an entire army. And in Mangapore,
Bruce Banner and Nick Fury battle the
High Evolutionary. Only one thing is
certain: This isn't a coincidence. But
what larger, deadlier threat lies behind
these simultaneous att acks on Earth?
Long has been the road of Nathaniel
Garro. After escaping the treachery of
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Isstvan III aboard the Eisenstein, he was
gifted with new purpose as the Agentia
Primus of the Knights Errant - and yet,
Garro has become listless as the full
extent of Malcador the Sigillite's plans
for the future are revealed, questioning
his place in the galaxy once more. Even
as the armies of the Warmaster draw
near, Garro strikes out into the wastes of
holy Terra. The object of his search?
None other than the Living Saint,
Euphrati Keeler.
The first novel in William C. Dietz's
acclaimed Legion of the Damned series...
There is one final choice for the
hopeless—the terminally ill, the
condemned criminals, the victims who
cannot be saved: becoming cyborg
soldiers in the Legion. Their human
bodies are destroyed and they are reborn
as living weapons. But when aliens attack
the Empire, the Legion must choose
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sides.
Garro: Legion of One
Scars
Foundations
Everybody Wants To Rule The World
Prose Novel

No one is sure where the loyalties of
the Space Marines of the Alpha
Legion lie when they arrive on a
heathen world to support the
pacification campaign of the
Imperial Army as mankind trembles
on the brink of a Great War.
Book 14 in the much loved series,
"The Horus Heresy: Primarchs"
Legends abound of the glorious – or
infamous – deeds of the Emperor's
sons. Yet almost nothing is known
of Alpharius, the most mysterious
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of them all, for the Lord of the
Alpha Legion is unparalleled in the
art of obfuscation. Such are his
gifts of secrecy and deceit that even
his rediscovery has remained an
enigma – until now. But when the
tale comes from the serpent’s
mouth, where does the deception
end and the truth begin?
The most mysterious of Space
Marines make their presence felt as
the Excoriators battle an
overwhelming tide of Khorne
daemonkin – but are they saviours
or harbingers of doom? Following
the trajectory of a blood-red comet,
the berserk World Eaters blaze a
path of destruction across the
galaxy in its wake. The small
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cemetery world of Certus Minor
appeals to the Space Marines of the
Excoriators Chapter for protection,
but the force dispatched to deal
with this grim threat is far too
small and their losses against the
renegades are high. Just as all
seems lost, salvation is borne out of
legend itself as sinister spectral
warriors descend upon this planet
of the dead, and the enemies of the
Imperium come face to face with
those who have already travelled
beyond the realm of the living...
Book six in the New York Times
bestselling series The planet of
Caliban exists much as it has for
thousands of years – the knightly
orders protect the common people,
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fighting back the beasts that lurk in
the depths of the seemingly endless
forests. Young Zahariel and Nemiel
aspire to join the greatest of the
orders, led by the example of
mighty Lion El’Jonson and his
vision of a peaceful and unified
world. But the coming of the
Imperium brings new concerns and
a new destiny for the Lion as part
of the Great Crusade, and the sons
of Caliban must decide if they will
follow him to glory among the
stars.
Prospero Burns
Shattered Legions
Garro: Vow of Faith
Praetorian of Dorn
Terra comes under attack
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from an enemy within as the
Imperial Fists and Rogal Dorn
prepare for the coming of
Horus. Recalled from the
Great Crusade after Ullanor,
Rogal Dorn and the VII Legion
were appointed as the
Emperor’s praetorians, but
only after the Warmaster
Horus' treachery was revealed
did the full extent of that
sacred duty become
apparent. Now, the Solar
System comes under attack
for the first time since the
war began, and many of the
seemingly impregnable
defences wrought by Dorn
and his Imperial Fists Legion
prove inadequate. With all
eyes fixed firmly upon this
new threat beyond the gates
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of Terra, who in turn will
protect Dorn from the enemy
within?
An Alpha Legion warband
goes an epic quest for
salvation that will pit them
against both the Word
Bearers and the Inquisition in
a thrilling science fiction
adventure. In the hostile
universe of the 41st
millennium, where allegiances
are ever fickle, few of the
Emperor’s sons are more
difficult to understand or
predict than the Alpha Legion.
Branded traitor since the
Heresy, their motives and
actions have always been
shrouded in mystery. Alpha
Legionnaire Occam the Untrue
leads his warband out of its
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hunting grounds in the
Maelstrom on an epic quest
for salvation, not just for
himself, but for his whole
Legion. With the forces of the
Inquisition snapping at their
heels, Occam and his
followers must use all their
guile and considerable martial
prowess as they make their
way to the cold heart of the
galaxy, to a confrontation
that no one, least of all
Occam himself, could have
foreseen.
Bloodstone & the Legion of
Monsters
Shroud of Night
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